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Abstract - In many organizations there is various type of

useful to improve the space efficiency. In this paper we are
going to use cuckoo filter with skip gram

sensitive data is stored to prevent that data from data
breaches is big risk. During data transformation various types
of data breaches can be happen. In data breaches the data can
be leaked due to lack of data encryption and error which are
created by humans or the attackers. It is big risk for managing
the security problem. It is very important to prevent the
sensitive type of data. The data prevention is much important
for various applications. So preventing sensitive type of data is
challenging due to data transformation from unauthorized
access. In this paper we are using the advanced sampling and
parallel algorithms which can detect the data breaches. In
previous researches the data breaches can be detected fast
using bloom filter with n-gram technique. In this paper we are
using cuckoo filter with skip gram technique. The cuckoo filter
is an alternative for bloom filter. Cuckoo filter having
advanced properties like space optimization and detection of
elements present in data structure. The skip gram is
alternative to n-gram. The skip gram technique removes the
data sparsity problem. Our system results better performance
in data breach detection and prevention in many
organizations.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
In previous researches data breach detection system like
Symantec DLP uses N-gram set intersections with bloom
filters[12]. The bloom filter is space saving but as bloom
filters are used with N-gram it will creates accidental matches
and false positive data. Also the alignments algorithms are
used in various applications as in privacy preserving
sequence matching have been studied [3]. Various types of
tools are developed for secure the sensitive data on mobile
devices [4-5]. The data leak from database issues are
described in the research of anomaly detection [6]. In cloud
computing privacy preserving risk is addressed in a data
protection models for service provisioning in the cloud [7].
The privacy-preserving data leak detection was introduced
and developed [8-9]. Where data leak detection operations
are outsourced to a semi-honest third party.

2.1 Bloom Filter
Bloom filter is a data structure which will identify the
membership to a static data set. The bloom filter allows the
small rate of false positive data set. In spam filtering the
cuckoo search is used for increase the performance of bloom
filter. The bloom filter more space than the other data
structure. In bloom filter the deletion of element cannot
work. To improve performance of the bloom filter we are
going to use cuckoo filter which is alternative for bloom.
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1.INTRODUCTION
Reports show that the total number of reported data
breaches reached an all time high of 3,930 in 2015 exposing
over 736 million records. 64.6% of reported breaches due to
hacking 288 incidents involved third parties. Three 2015
incidents have secured a place on the top 20 All Time Breach
List. The number of reported incidents tracked by Risk Based
Security has exceeded 18,900 exposing over 4.6 billion
records [2]. So preventing the Sensitive type of data from
unauthorized access is very important. This is very
challenging to kept this sensitive data away from breaches.
The data breaches are nothing but leakage of data
intentionally or unintentionally by unauthorized access.
During data transformation various types of data breaches
can be happen. In previous researches the data breaches can
be detected fastly using bloom filter with n-gram technique
[1]. It can be used to detect and prevent the data breaches.
Also we are going to use some sequence alignment technique
for the detection of data breaches. The cuckoo filter will be
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Impact Factor value: 5.181

2.2 N-GRAM
N-gram is used in various functions such as when
growing a language model. It is also used for text mining. The
benefits of n-gram model is simplicity and scalable to use.
There are different types of n-gram model such as uni-gram,
bi-gram, tri-gram, etc.
Consider sentence,
“There are seven days in week”
1. Uni-gram: There, are, seven, days, in, week.
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2.Bi-gram:There-are,are-seven,seven-day,days-in, in-week.

there is a data breach is occurred then our system will going
to detect that breach and by applying our algorithm, we are
going to prevent that sensitive data. We are also using
sequence alignment technique for preventing and detecting
data breaches .And keep that sensitive data away from the
unauthorized access.

3.Tri-gram:There-are-seven,are-seven-days,seven-days-in,
days-in-week.
It is also used in systematic appropriate string matching
algorithm. By using this we can convert the different items in
a set of n-gram. But the n-gram has some disadvantages like
data sparsity problem. So, to removes this problem skipgram technique is used.

A. CUCKOO FILTER
The cuckoo filter uses the cuckoo hashing to solve the
problem of hash collisions. The cuckoo filter having same
advantages like it supports adding and removing items
dynamically. It gives higher lookup performance. The cuckoo
filter gives high space holding capacity because it filter the
item-placement decision earlier when new item is inserted.
The lookup is performing fastly in a cuckoo filter than bloom
filter. Cuckoo filter reduce the false positive probability. The
research shows the cuckoo filter is practically better than a
bloom filter [10].

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The objective of proposed system is to develop a system
to detect and prevent data breaches occurred in different
applications like Military surveillance, Health Organization,
Banking Systems, Education system etc. by using Cuckoo
Filter with Skip-gram technique.

B. SKIP-GRAM
Skip-grams are generalization of n-gram in which
components (typically words) need not be consecutive in the
text under consideration, but may leave gaps that are skipped
over. They provide one way of overcoming the data sparsity
problem found with conventional n-gram analysis [11].The
skip-gram technique uses k-skip-n-gram. Fig3 shows the skip
gram model. In our paper, we are using a skip-gram
technique for sequence alignment.
Consider a sentence for k-skip-gram as a 2-skip-bi-grams
and tri-grams compared with the bi-grams and tri-grams.
“There are seven days in week”
Bi-grams: - {There are, are seven, seven days, days in, in
week}
2-skip-bi-gram:-{There are ,There seven, There days,
There in, There week, are seven, are days, are in, are week,
seven days, seven in, seven week, days in, days week, in
week}
Tri-gram :-{ There are seven, are seven days, days in
week}

Fig-1: Block Diagram of proposed system.

2-skip-tri-gram:-{There are seven, There are days, There
are in, There are week, There seven days, There seven in,
There seven week, There days in, There days week, There in
week, are seven days, are seven in, are seven week, are days
in, are days week, are in week, seven days in, seven days
week, seven in week, days in week}

3.2 WORKING SYSTEM
In our system we are going to perform the detection and
prevention of data breaches occurred in various
organizations. Fig.1 shows the block diagram of our system.
Firstly, we are going to collect the data from those
organizations. And the data which want to be kept private
will be protected by our system. The systems consist of
cuckoo filter and the skip-gram technique. The system will
first find that whether the data breach is occurred or not. If
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The above example shows the working of skip-gram
model.

4. APPLICATIONS
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Following are some applications of our system.

4.1 Organizations:

[5]

Our system is useful to protect the data breaches
occurred in organizations.
[6]

4.2 Banking System:
[7]

Bank system consist of sensitive type of data like credit
card numbers, passwords, account numbers of clients these
data may be breached by third party so to detect the data
breach and prevent that data breach our system will be a
helpful for banking system also.

[8]

[9]

4.3 Military Surveillance:
Military system also contains sensitive data so proposed
system will be useful.

[10]

Everyone wants to kept their data private and safe from
breaches our system will be helpful to detect and prevent that
data breaches.

[11]
[12]
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In our paper we introduced technique which will
detect and prevent the data breaches from unauthorized
access. We introduce the cuckoo filter and skip-gram
technique with sequence alignment to detect and prevent
the data breaches. Our approach is based on sequence
alignment technique we are going to detect the data
breaches occurred in organizations like military surveillance,
education system etc. And if the data breach is occurred then
we are going to prevent the sensitive type of data from
breaches. For future work we plan to improve the
performance of our approach.
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